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A well-known lawyer who was active in Adelaide’s intellectual life’ as a poet and prize-winning 
author having won the Australian Broadcasting Commission’s short-story prize and the Sydney 
Morning Herald’s poetry competition, Clark’s poems appeared in literary journals such as Meanjin, 
Overland and Australian letters, appeared in poetry readings at the Adelaide Festival of Arts 
Writers week, and later was the founder of Friendly Street Poets.i 
He was a friend of Max Harris, Mary Martin and Geoffrey Dutton.  
 
The house is a particular example of post-war architectural modernism: The single-family domestic 
house, architect-designed, artistically furnished, and thoughtfully attuned to existing site conditions 
and natural and scenic surroundings. The house is a form of International Modernism that was 
simple, direct, straightforward, true to structure and form without ornament. Modest, well designed 
and free from clutter, the house utilising the potential of a site to suit the desired architecture and 
mode of living and is an outstanding example of Chappel’s earlier work that is prior to his 
engagement with  later project home movement. 
 
 The house has been unaltered unlike his Hood (1955), Cottle (1959) and Soden (1961) homes.  
Its central feature is an intimate north facing balcony with dramatic panoramic views of a vast and 
open natural landscape. With living and bedroom spaces having direct access to the balcony, the 
house has a regular north facing window-wall that structures the house’s internal spaces for the 
conveniences of modern living while still being open to the view. Along with the house’s 
engagement with the surrounding environment, the integration of climatic and fire measures 
prompted by the 1955 ‘Black Sunday’ bushfires merged the beauty of the design with technical 
advancement.  
 
Originally furnished in a mix of antique and modern furnishings from Langdon Badger, at the time 
of the house’s completion it was celebrated as an example of the cities ‘progress’ and modernity, 
having featured as a ‘significant example’ in  Brian Claridge, D. P. Michelmore, Ian McDonald and 
Robert H. Dickson’s,  ‘The Development of Adelaide 1837-63’ in Building Ideas Vol. 2 No. 4 June 
1963 which was published as a survey for architects attending the R.A.I.A, 1963 Australian 
Architectural  Convention in Adelaide.  
 
The house similarly featured in Lust for Lifestyle: Modern Adelaide homes 1950-65 at the SLSA 
and Chappel’s own article on the house in The Advertiser in ‘Panoramic View From Hilltop,’ 
January 11, 1961. 
 

Historical sources 

used to support  

your nomination: 

Please attach 

copies of pages 

from publications or 

newspaper articles 

as appropriate. 

Architectural drawings held by State Library South Australia 

 

Interview with James Curry at the house on State Library of SA Youtube at  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAp9UFB70Jc 

 

James Curry (2022) ‘Lust for Lifestyle’ catalogue, State Library of South Australia. 

 

Journals 

Brian Claridge, D. P. Michelmore, Ian McDonald and Robert H. Dickson’s,  ‘The Development of 

Adelaide 1837-63’ in Building Ideas Vol. 2 No. 4 June 1963 

Newspapers 
The Advertiser in ‘Panoramic View From Hilltop,’ January 11, 1961. 
 
Archival 

SLSA BRG 346 /2273 

Websites 

https://architectsdatabase.unisa.edu.au/arch_full.asp?Arch_ID=98 
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E. Additional Information 
 

 

A full range of images including maps, site plans, and photographs will help your nomination.  

Please provide: 

 a clear outline of the place or object being nominated within any maps or plans provided 

 high quality images of the place or object (please list the total number of images being provided) 

 the subject of each image 

 the date each image was created 

 the author of each image, and  

 the copyright holder of each image (if known) 

 

Paste images here: 

 

 

9. Images/Maps/Diagrams/Site Plans 
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The South Australian Heritage Council is committed to transparency in relation to the listing process and wishes to 

enhance public confidence in the nomination, listing and decision-making process.  The Council’s policy is to make 

nominations for State heritage listing and submissions on provisional entries publicly available via webpage or to interested 

parties.  The Council will adhere to the Privacy Principles and your name and personal details will not be released.  

 

I/we,                                                        nominate  ROBERT CLARK HOUSE  at 45 Hill Road Montacute 

to be heritage listed.   

 

The information I/we have provided is correct to my/our knowledge. 

 

Your Signature/s:                             Date: 4/8/23 

 






